
PAPER 105
DEITY AND REALITY

TOEVENhigh orders of universe intelligences in n-
ity is only partially comprehensible, and the nal-
ity of reality is only relatively understandable. e

human mind, as it seeks to penetrate the eternity-mystery
of the origin and destiny of all that is called real,may help-
fully approach the problem by conceiving eternity-in ni-
ty as an almost limitless ellipse which is produced by one
absolute cause, and which functions throughout this uni-
versal circle of endless diversi cation, ever seeking some
absolute and in nite potential of destiny.

2 When the mortal intellect attempts to grasp the con-
cept of reality totality, such a nite mind is face to face
with in nity-reality; reality totality is in nity and there-
fore can never be fully comprehended by any mind that is
subin nite in concept capacity.

3 e human mind can hardly form an adequate con-
cept of eternity existences, and without such comprehen-
sion it is impossible to portray even our concepts of real-
ity totality. Nevertheless, we may attempt such a presen-
tation, although we are fully aware that our concepts must
be subjected toprofounddistortion in theprocess of trans-
lation-modi cation to the comprehension level of mortal
mind.

1. THE PHILOSOPHIC CONCEPT OF THE I
AM

1 Absolute primal causation in in nity the philoso-
phers of the universes attribute to the Universal Father
functioning as the in nite, the eternal, and the absolute
I AM.

2 ere are many elements of danger attendant upon
the presentation to the mortal intellect of this idea of an
in nite I AM since this concept is so remote from human
experiential understanding as to involve serious distortion
of meanings and misconception of values. Nevertheless,
the philosophic concept of the I AM does afford nite
beings some basis for an attempted approach to the par-
tial comprehension of absolute origins and in nite des-
tinies. But in all our attempts to elucidate the genesis and
fruition of reality, let it be made clear that this concept of
the I AM is, in all personality meanings and values, syn-
onymous with the First Person of Deity, the Universal Fa-
ther of all personalities. But this postulate of the I AM is
not so clearly identi able in undei ed realms of universal
reality.

3 ¶ e I AM is the In nite; the I AM is also in nity.
From the sequential, time viewpoint, all reality has its ori-
gin in the in nite I AM, whose solitary existence in past
in nite eternity must be a nite creature’s premier philo-
sophic postulate. e concept of the I AM connotes un-
quali ed in nity, the undifferentiated reality of all that
could ever be in all of an in nite eternity.

4 As an existential concept the I AM is neither dei-
ed nor undei ed, neither actual nor potential, neither

personal nor impersonal, neither static nor dynamic. No
quali cation can be applied to the In nite except to state
that the I AM is. e philosophic postulate of the I AM is
one universe concept which is somewhat more difficult of
comprehension than that of the Unquali ed Absolute.

5 To the nite mind there simply must be a beginning,
and though there never was a real beginning to reality, still
there are certain source relationships which reality mani-
fests to in nity. e prereality, primordial, eternity situ-
ation may be thought of something like this: At some in-
nitely distant, hypothetical, past-eternity moment, the I

AMmay be conceived as both thing and no thing, as both
cause and effect, as both volition and response. At this
hypothetical eternity moment there is no differentiation
throughout all in nity. In nity is lled by the In nite;
the In nite encompasses in nity. is is the hypothetical
static moment of eternity; actuals are still contained with-
in their potentials, and potentials have not yet appeared
within the in nity of the I AM. But even in this conjec-
tured situation we must assume the existence of the possi-
bility of self-will.

6 ¶ Ever remember that man’s comprehension of the
Universal Father is a personal experience. God, as your
spiritual Father, is comprehensible to you and to all oth-
er mortals; but your experiential worshipful concept of the
Universal Father must always be less than your philosophic
postulate of the in nity of the First Source and Center, the
I AM.When we speak of the Father, we mean God as he
is understandable by his creatures both high and low, but
there is much more of Deity which is not comprehensible
to universe creatures. God, your Father and my Father, is
that phase of the In nite which we perceive in our person-
alities as an actual experiential reality, but the I AM ever
remains as our hypothesis of all that we feel is unknowable
of the First Source and Center. And even that hypothe-
sis probably falls far short of the unfathomed in nity of
original reality.

7 e universe of universes, with its innumerable host
of inhabiting personalities, is a vast and complex organism,
but the First Source andCenter is in nitelymore complex
than the universes and personalities which have become
real in response to his willful mandates. When you stand
in awe of the magnitude of the master universe, pause to
consider that even this inconceivable creation can be no
more than a partial revelation of the In nite.

8 In nity is indeed remote from the experience level of
mortal comprehension, but even in this age on Urantia
your concepts of in nity are growing, and they will con-
tinue to grow throughout your endless careers stretching
onward into future eternity. Unquali ed in nity is mean-
ingless to the nite creature, but in nity is capable of self-
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limitation and is susceptible of reality expression to all lev-
els of universe existences. And the face which the In nite
turns toward all universe personalities is the face of a Fa-
ther, the Universal Father of love.

2. THE I AM AS TRIUNE AND AS
SEVENFOLD

1 In considering the genesis of reality, ever bear inmind
that all absolute reality is from eternity and is without be-
ginning of existence. By absolute reality we refer to the
three existential persons of Deity, the Isle of Paradise, and
the threeAbsolutes. ese seven realities are co-ordinately
eternal, notwithstanding that we resort to time-space lan-
guage in presenting their sequential origins to human be-
ings.

2 ¶ In following the chronological portrayal of the ori-
gins of reality, there must be a postulated theoretical mo-
ment of “ rst” volitional expression and “ rst” repercus-
sional reaction within the I AM. In our attempts to por-
tray the genesis and generation of reality, this stage may
be conceived as the self-differentiation of e In nite One
from e In nitude, but the postulation of this dual rela-
tionship must always be expanded to a triune conception
by the recognition of the eternal continuum of e In ni-
ty, the I AM.

3 is self-metamorphosis of the I AM culminates in
the multiple differentiation of dei ed reality and of unde-
i ed reality, of potential and actual reality, and of certain
other realities that can hardly be so classi ed. ese dif-
ferentiations of the theoretical monistic I AM are eternal-
ly integrated by simultaneous relationships arising within
the same IAM—theprepotential, preactual, prepersonal,
monothetic prereality which, though in nite, is revealed
as absolute in the presence of the First Source and Cen-
ter and as personality in the limitless love of the Universal
Father.

4 By these internal metamorphoses the I AM is estab-
lishing the basis for a sevenfold self-relationship. e
philosophic (time) concept of the solitary I AM and the
transitional (time) concept of the I AM as triune can now
be enlarged to encompass the I AM as sevenfold. is sev-
enfold — or seven phase — nature may be best suggested
in relation to the Seven Absolutes of In nity:

5 1. e Universal Father. I AM father of the Eternal
Son. is is the primal personality relationship of actual-
ities. e absolute personality of the Son makes absolute
the fact of God’s fatherhood and establishes the potential
sonship of all personalities. is relationship establishes
the personality of the In nite and consummates its spiri-
tual revelation in the personality of theOriginal Son. is
phase of the I AM is partially experiencible on spiritual
levels even bymortals who, while yet in the esh,maywor-
ship our Father.

6 ¶ 2. e Universal Controller. I AM cause of eter-
nal Paradise. is is the primal impersonal relationship of

actualities, the original nonspiritual association. e Uni-
versal Father is God-as-love; the Universal Controller is
God-as-pattern. is relationship establishes the poten-
tial of form— con guration — and determines the mas-
ter pattern of impersonal and nonspiritual relationship—
the master pattern from which all copies are made.

7 ¶ 3. eUniversal Creator. IAMonewith the Eter-
nal Son. is union of the Father and the Son (in the pres-
ence of Paradise) initiates the creative cycle, which is con-
summated in the appearance of conjoint personality and
the eternal universe. From the nite mortal’s viewpoint,
reality has its true beginningswith the eternity appearance
of theHavona creation. is creative act ofDeity is by and
through the God of Action, who is in essence the unity of
the Father-Son manifested on and to all levels of the actu-
al. erefore is divine creativity unfailingly characterized
by unity, and this unity is the outward re ection of the ab-
solute oneness of the duality of the Father-Son and of the
Trinity of the Father-Son-Spirit.

8 ¶ 4. e In nite Upholder. I AM self-associative.
is is the primordial association of the statics and poten-

tials of reality. In this relationship, all quali eds and un-
quali eds are compensated. is phase of the I AM is best
understood as theUniversal Absolute— the uni er of the
Deity and the Unquali ed Absolutes.

9 ¶ 5. e In nitePotential. IAMself-quali ed. is
is the in nity bench mark bearing eternal witness to the
volitional self-limitation of the I AM by virtue of which
there was achieved threefold self-expression and self-reve-
lation. is phase of the I AM is usually understood as the
Deity Absolute.

10 ¶ 6. e In nite Capacity. I AM static-reactive.
is is the endless matrix, the possibility for all future cos-

mic expansion. is phase of the IAMis perhaps best con-
ceived as the supergravity presence of theUnquali ed Ab-
solute.

11 ¶ 7. e Universal One of In nity. I AM as I AM.
is is the stasis or self-relationship of In nity, the eternal

fact of in nity-reality and the universal truth of reality-in-
nity. In so far as this relationship is discernible as person-

ality, it is revealed to the universes in the divine Father of
all personality — even of absolute personality. In so far as
this relationship is impersonally expressible, it is contact-
ed by the universe as the absolute coherence of pure energy
and of pure spirit in the presence of the Universal Father.
In so far as this relationship is conceivable as an absolute,
it is revealed in the primacy of the First Source and Cen-
ter; in him we all live and move and have our being, from
the creatures of space to the citizens of Paradise; and this
is just as true of the master universe as of the in nitesimal
ultimaton, just as true of what is to be as of that which is
and of what has been.
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3. THE SEVEN ABSOLUTES OF INFINITY
1 e seven prime relationships within the I AM eter-

nalize as the Seven Absolutes of In nity. But though we
may portray reality origins and in nity differentiation by
a sequential narrative, in fact all seven Absolutes are un-
quali edly and co-ordinately eternal. It may be necessary
for mortal minds to conceive of their beginnings, but al-
ways should this conception be overshadowed by the re-
alization that the seven Absolutes had no beginning; they
are eternal and as such have always been. e seven Abso-
lutes are the premise of reality. ey have been described
in these papers as follows:

2 1. e First Source andCenter. First Person ofDeity
and primal nondeity pattern, God, the Universal Father,
creator, controller, and upholder; universal love, eternal
spirit, and in nite energy; potential of all potentials and
source of all actuals; stability of all statics and dynamism
of all change; source of pattern andFather of persons. Col-
lectively, all seven Absolutes equivalate to in nity, but the
Universal Father himself actually is in nite.

3 ¶ 2. e Second Source and Center. Second Person
of Deity, the Eternal and Original Son; the absolute per-
sonality realities of the I AM and the basis for the real-
ization-revelation of “I AM personality.” No personality
can hope to attain theUniversal Father except through his
Eternal Son; neither can personality attain to spirit lev-
els of existence apart from the action and aid of this ab-
solute pattern for all personalities. In the Second Source
and Center spirit is unquali ed while personality is abso-
lute.

4 3. e Paradise Source and Center. Second nonde-
ity pattern, the eternal Isle of Paradise; the basis for the
realization-revelation of “I AM force” and the foundation
for the establishment of gravity control throughout the
universes. Regarding all actualized, nonspiritual, imper-
sonal, and nonvolitional reality, Paradise is the absolute of
patterns. Just as spirit energy is related to theUniversal Fa-
ther through the absolute personality of the Mother-Son,
so is all cosmic energy grasped in the gravity control of the
First Source and Center through the absolute pattern of
the Paradise Isle. Paradise is not in space; space exists rel-
ative to Paradise, and the chronicity of motion is deter-
mined through Paradise relationship. e eternal Isle is
absolutely at rest; all other organized and organizing ener-
gy is in eternal motion; in all space, only the presence of
the Unquali ed Absolute is quiescent, and the Unquali-
ed is co-ordinate with Paradise. Paradise exists at the fo-

cus of space, the Unquali ed pervades it, and all relative

existence has its being within this domain.
5 ¶ 4. e ird Source and Center. ird Person of

Deity, the Conjoint Actor; in nite integrator of Paradise
cosmic energies with the spirit energies of the Eternal Son;
perfect co-ordinator of the motives of will and the me-
chanics of force; uni er of all actual and actualizing reali-
ty. rough theministrations of hismanifold children the
In nite Spirit reveals the mercy of the Eternal Son while
at the same time functioning as the in nite manipulator,
foreverweaving the pattern of Paradise into the energies of
space. is selfsame Conjoint Actor, this God of Action,
is the perfect expression of the limitless plans and purposes
of the Father-Son while functioning himself as the source
of mind and the bestower of intellect upon the creatures
of a far- ung cosmos.

6 ¶ 5. e Deity Absolute. e causational, potential-
ly personal possibilities of universal reality, the totality of
all Deity potential. e Deity Absolute is the purposive
quali er of the unquali ed, absolute, and nondeity reali-
ties. eDeityAbsolute is the quali er of the absolute and
the absolutizer of the quali ed— the destiny inceptor.

7 ¶ 6. e Unquali ed Absolute. Static, reactive, and
abeyant; the unrevealed cosmic in nity of the IAM; total-
ity of nondei ed reality and nality of all nonpersonal po-
tential. Space limits the function of the Unquali ed, but
the presence of the Unquali ed is without limit, in nite.

ere is a concept periphery to the master universe, but
the presence of the Unquali ed is limitless; even eternity
cannot exhaust the boundless quiescence of this nondeity
Absolute.

8 ¶ 7. e Universal Absolute. Uni er of the dei ed
and the undei ed; correlator of the absolute and the rela-
tive. e Universal Absolute (being static, potential, and
associative) compensates the tension between the ever-ex-
istent and the uncompleted.˚

9 ¶ e Seven Absolutes of In nity constitute the be-
ginnings of reality. As mortal minds would regard it, the
First Source andCenter would appear to be antecedent to
all absolutes. But such a postulate, however helpful, is in-
validated by the eternity coexistence of the Son, the Spirit,
the three Absolutes, and the Paradise Isle.˚

10 It is a truth that the Absolutes are manifestations of
the I AM-First Source and Center; it is a fact that these
Absolutes never had a beginning but are co-ordinate eter-
nals with the First Source and Center. e relationships
of absolutes in eternity cannot always be presented with-
out involving paradoxes in the language of time and in the
concept patterns of space. But regardless of any confusion

3.8 Uni er of the dei ed and the undei ed; corelater of the absolute… Although it is possible that the original word (which is not found in
eitherWebster’s or the OED) was a coined extension of corelation and corelative (both of which are found), it is not readily apparent how corelater
would differ in meaning om correlator(s), the now standard form, which is found ve times elsewhere in the text. e more likely situation is that
two separate typographical errors were made when this word was set. e rst was a dropped keystroke error at the end of a line of type; the second
was an incorrect keystroke error, substituting e for o. is doubly misspelled word would still be difficult to catch in proo ng because it would sound
the same if read out loud, and interestingly enough, if it looked odd to a proo eader and consequently led him or her to consult the dictionary,
the spelling could neither be con rmed nor denied by either Webster’s or the OED— neither dictionary contained correlator or corelater — and
without an electronically searchable text, it is unlikely that the evidence of the otherwise unanimous usage within the revelation itself could have
been brought to bear on the problem. 9…is invalidated by the eternity co-existence of the Son,… e hyphenated form is not found elsewhere in
the text and is not supported by the guidelines of theChicagoManual of Style or the reference dictionaries. “Coexist” [no hyphen] and its various
derivative forms are found twenty times throughout the Papers.
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concerning the origin of the Seven Absolutes of In nity,
it is both fact and truth that all reality is predicated upon
their eternity existence and in nity relationships.

4. UNITY, DUALITY, AND TRIUNITY
1 e universe philosophers postulate the eternity exis-

tence of the I AM as the primal source of all reality. And
concomitant therewith they postulate the self-segmenta-
tion of the I AM into the primary self-relationships— the
seven phases of in nity. And simultaneous with this as-
sumption is the third postulate— the eternity appearance
of the Seven Absolutes of In nity and the eternalization
of the duality association of the seven phases of the I AM
and these seven Absolutes.

2 e self-revelation of the I AM thus proceeds from
static self through self-segmentation and self-relationship
to absolute relationships, relationships with self-derived
Absolutes. Duality becomes thus existent in the eternal
association of the SevenAbsolutes of In nity with the sev-
enfold in nity of the self-segmented phases of the self-re-
vealing I AM. ese dual relationships, eternalizing to the
universes as the sevenAbsolutes, eternalize the basic foun-
dations for all universe reality.

3 It has been sometime stated that unity begets duality,
that duality begets triunity, and that triunity is the eternal
ancestor of all things. ere are, indeed, three great classes
of primordial relationships, and they are:

4 1. Unity relationships. Relations existent within the
I AM as the unity thereof is conceived as a threefold and
then as a sevenfold self-differentiation.

5 2. Duality relationships. Relations existent between
the I AM as sevenfold and the SevenAbsolutes of In nity.

6 3. Triunity relationships. ese are the functional
associations of the Seven Absolutes of In nity.

7 ¶ Triunity relationships arise upon duality founda-
tions because of the inevitability of Absolute interassoci-
ation. Such triunity associations eternalize the potential
of all reality; they encompass both dei ed and undei ed
reality.

8 e I AM is unquali ed in nity as unity. e duali-
ties eternalize reality foundations. e triunities eventuate
the realization of in nity as universal function.

9 Pre-existentials become existential in the seven Abso-
lutes, and existentials become functional in the triunities,
the basic association of Absolutes. And concomitant with
the eternalization of the triunities the universe stage is set
— the potentials are existent and the actuals are present
— and the fullness of eternity witnesses the diversi cation
of cosmic energy, the outspreading of Paradise spirit, and
the endowment ofmind togetherwith the bestowal of per-
sonality, by virtue of which all of these Deity and Paradise
derivatives are uni ed in experience on the creature level
and by other techniques on the supercreature level.

5. PROMULGATION OF FINITE REALITY
1 Just as the original diversi cation of the I AM must

be attributed to inherent and self-contained volition, so
must the promulgation of nite reality be ascribed to the
volitional acts of Paradise Deity and to the repercussional
adjustments of the functional triunities.

2 Prior to the deitization of the nite, it would appear
that all reality diversi cation took place on absolute levels;
but the volitional act promulgating nite reality connotes
a quali cation of absoluteness and implies the appearance
of relativities.

3 ¶ While we present this narrative as a sequence and
portray the historic appearance of the nite as a direct
derivative of the absolute, it should be borne in mind that
transcendentals both preceded and succeeded all that is -
nite. Transcendental ultimates are, in relation to the nite,
both causal and consummational.

4 ¶ Finite possibility is inherent in the In nite, but the
transmutation of possibility to probability and inevitabil-
ity must be attributed to the self-existent free will of the
First Source and Center, activating all triunity associa-
tions. Only the in nity of the Father’s will could ever have
so quali ed the absolute level of existence as to eventuate
an ultimate or to create a nite.

5 With the appearance of relative and quali ed reality
there comes into being a new cycle of reality— the growth
cycle — a majestic downsweep from the heights of in n-
ity to the domain of the nite, forever swinging inward
to Paradise and Deity, always seeking those high destinies
commensurate with an in nity source.

6 ese inconceivable transactions mark the beginning
of universe history,mark the coming into existence of time
itself. To a creature, the beginning of the nite is the gene-
sis of reality; as viewed by creature mind, there is no actu-
ality conceivable prior to the nite. is newly appearing
nite reality exists in two original phases:
7 1. Primary maximums, the supremely perfect reali-

ty, the Havona type of universe and creature.
8 2. Secondary maximums, the supremely perfected

reality, the superuniverse type of creature and creation.
9 ¶ ese, then, are the two original manifestations:

the constitutively perfect and the evolutionally perfect-
ed. e two are co-ordinate in eternity relationships, but
within the limits of time they are seemingly different. A
time factor means growth to that which grows; secondary
nites grow; hence those that are growing must appear as

incomplete in time. But these differences, which are so im-
portant this side of Paradise, are nonexistent in eternity.

10 We speak of the perfect and the perfected as primary
and secondary maximums, but there is still another type:
Trinitizing and other relationships between the primaries
and the secondaries result in the appearance of tertiary
maximums — things, meanings, and values that are nei-
ther perfect nor perfected yet are co-ordinate with both
ancestral factors.
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6. REPERCUSSIONS OF FINITE REALITY
1 e entire promulgation of nite existences repre-

sents a transference from potentials to actuals within the
absolute associations of functional in nity. Of the many
repercussions to creative actualization of the nite, there
may be cited:

2 1. e deity response, the appearance of the three
levels of experiential supremacy: the actuality of person-
al-spirit supremacy in Havona, the potential for person-
al-power supremacy in the grand universe to be, and the
capacity for some unknown function of experiential mind
acting on some level of supremacy in the futuremaster uni-
verse.

3 ¶ 2. e universe response involved an activation of
the architectural plans for the superuniverse space level,
and this evolution is still progressing throughout the phys-
ical organization of the seven superuniverses.

4 ¶ 3. e creature repercussion to nite-reality pro-
mulgation resulted in the appearance of perfect beings on
the order of the eternal inhabitants of Havona and of per-
fected evolutionary ascenders from the seven superuni-
verses. But to attain perfection as an evolutionary (time-
creative) experience implies something other-than-perfec-
tion as a point of departure. us arises imperfection in
the evolutionary creations. And this is the origin of po-
tential evil. Misadaptation, disharmony, and con ict, all
these things are inherent in evolutionary growth, from
physical universes to personal creatures.

5 ¶ 4. e divinity response to the imperfection inher-
ent in the time lag of evolution is disclosed in the compen-
sating presence of God the Sevenfold, by whose activities
that which is perfecting is integrated with both the per-
fect and the perfected. is time lag is inseparable from
evolution, which is creativity in time. Because of it, as well
as for other reasons, the almighty power of the Supreme
is predicated on the divinity successes of God the Seven-
fold. is time lagmakes possible creature participation in
divine creation by permitting creature personalities to be-
come partners with Deity in the attainment of maximum
development. Even the material mind of the mortal crea-
ture thus becomes partner with the divine Adjuster in the
dualization of the immortal soul. God the Sevenfold also
provides techniques of compensation for the experiential
limitations of inherent perfection as well as compensating
the preascension limitations of imperfection.

7. EVENTUATION OF TRANSCENDENTALS
1 Transcendentals are subin nite and subabsolute but

super nite and supercreatural. Transcendentals eventu-
ate as an integrating level correlating the supervalues of
absolutes with the maximum values of nites. From the
creature standpoint, that which is transcendental would
appear to have eventuated as a consequence of the nite;
from the eternity viewpoint, in anticipation of the nite;
and there are those who have considered it as a “pre-echo”
of the nite.

2 atwhich is transcendental is not necessarily nonde-
velopmental, but it is superevolutional in the nite sense;
neither is it nonexperiential, but it is superexperience as
such is meaningful to creatures. Perhaps the best illustra-
tion of such a paradox is the central universe of perfection:
It is hardly absolute— only the Paradise Isle is truly abso-
lute in the “materialized” sense. Neither is it a nite evolu-
tionary creation as are the seven superuniverses. Havona
is eternal but not changeless in the sense of being a uni-
verse of nongrowth. It is inhabited by creatures (Havona
natives) who never were actually created, for they are eter-
nally existent. Havona thus illustrates something which is
not exactly nite nor yet absolute. Havona further acts as a
buffer between absolute Paradise and nite creations, still
further illustrating the function of transcendentals. But
Havona itself is not a transcendental — it is Havona.

3 As the Supreme is associated with nites, so the Ul-
timate is identi ed with transcendentals. But though we
thus compare Supreme andUltimate, they differ by some-
thing more than degree; the difference is also a matter of
quality. e Ultimate is something more than a super-
Supreme projected on the transcendental level. e Ul-
timate is all of that, but more: e Ultimate is an eventua-
tion of newDeity realities, the quali cation of new phases
of the theretofore unquali ed.

4 ¶ Among those realitieswhich are associatedwith the
transcendental level are the following:

5 1. e Deity presence of the Ultimate.
6 2. e concept of the master universe.
7 3. e Architects of the Master Universe.
8 4. e two orders of Paradise force organizers.
9 5. Certain modi cations in space potency.
10 6. Certain values of spirit.
11 7. Certain meanings of mind.
12 8. Absonite qualities and realities.
13 9. Omnipotence, omniscience, and omnipresence.
14 10. Space.
15 ¶ e universe in which we now live may be thought

of as existing on nite, transcendental, and absolute levels.
is is the cosmic stage on which is enacted the endless

drama of personality performance and energy metamor-
phosis.

16 And all of these manifold realities are uni ed abso-
lutely by the several triunities, functionally by the Archi-
tects of the Master Universe, and relatively by the Seven
Master Spirits, the subsupreme co-ordinators of the divin-
ity of God the Sevenfold.

17 God the Sevenfold represents the personality and di-
vinity revelation of the Universal Father to creatures of
both maximum and submaximum status, but there are
other sevenfold relationships of the First Source and Cen-
ter which do not pertain to themanifestation of the divine
spiritual ministry of the God who is spirit.

18 ¶ In the eternity of the past the forces of the Abso-
lutes, the spirits of the Deities, and the personalities of the
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Gods stirred in response to the primordial self-will of self-
existent self-will. In this universe age we are all witnessing
the stupendous repercussions of the far- ung cosmic pan-
orama of the subabsolute manifestations of the limitless
potentials of all these realities. And it is altogether pos-

sible that the continued diversi cation of the original re-
ality of the First Source and Center may proceed onward
andoutward throughout age upon age, on andon, into the
faraway and inconceivable stretches of absolute in nity.

19 [Presented by a Melchizedek of Nebadon.]
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